
Say Goodbye To Bad 

Skin Days!



adjective:

Skin· su· al:

(skin shoo uhl)

1.  Of or relating to the skin or flesh.

2.  The feeling of flawless, sexy skin.

3.  The confidence one gets from using Pretty Biznez.

synonyms: skinsually, skinsuality

We are Estheticians who understand the importance of our skin and the key role it plays 

in our lives. 

How we feel influences how we look and how we look influences how we feel. This is why 

it’s important to have skin that is rich, flawless, and healthy. 

The Pretty Biznez line of skincare products was created to help others achieve royally 

skinsual skin that accentuates natural beauty while helping to promote flawless, 

luxurious skin fit for royalty. 

This journey began with one woman who wanted to educate, empower, and enthrall 

others with a skincare product that did more than just exfoliate or make skin healthier – 

it created a richness of confidence and inner beauty, too.

From that desire grew the Pretty Biznez Dynasty, a strong empire of kings and queens 

dedicated to the mission and values we set forth.

That mission is to help others master their mindset, master their relationships, and 

achieve personal growth while looking and feeling like a million bucks. After all, beauty 

is fleeting, but royalty is forever.

Our Mission Statement:



Pretty Biznez Skincare Product Guide:

We’ve created a royal treatment skincare line meant to help you achieve rich, 

luxurious skin, but there are still some things you should know. Please see the guide 

below for usage, product details, and other important information.

Sun Warning: Use sunscreen, wear protective clothing, and limit sun exposure while using 

this product, and for at least week afterwards. 

Sunburn Alert: This product contains an alpha hydroxy acid (AHA) that may increase 

your skin’s sensitivity to the sun and particularly the possibility of sunburn. Use a 

sunscreen, wear protective clothing, and limit sun exposure while using this product and 

for a week afterwards.

NOTE: All Pretty Biznez brightening  products should be used in conjunction with 

sunscreen. 

Which sunscreen should I use? You are free to choose your favorite brand of sunscreen, 

but we recommend SPF 30 or higher to keep that gorgeous skin protected. A spray-on 

sunscreen is also okay to use since it leaves no mess, no residue, and no need to rub in. 

Spray SPF is also great for women if you’ve applied makeup and need to apply a shield 

to keep your skin looking royal and flawless without the mess.   

Is PB sold in stores?  Pretty Biznez Skincare is currently available online only. You’re able 

to purchase our products from www.Prettybiznez.com. When we begin selling in stores, we 

will notify all clients and the rest of the dynasty.

What happens after I’ve achieved my flawless skin? Once you’ve achieved your skin 

goal, we recommend the continued use of Pretty Biznez brightening products as royal 

treatment for your skin. You should follow a regular skincare regimen, but you can use 

less in order to maintain flawless skin.  

How often should I exfoliate? It’s recommended you exfoliate up to 3 times a week. This 

keeps your skin looking fresh and healthy, like the king or queen that you are.

Our Pretty Biznez Brightening Beauty Cream comes in a few different strengths: Standard, 

Extra Strength, Maximum,  and more. Each strength has benefits for various levels of 

skincare, depending on your needs. See our website for updated product details. 

Standard: Standard helps promotes flawless, even skin that feels golden to the touch. 

This strength is recommended for kings and queens who need or want a milder toning 

process.

Extra: We recommend using Extra Strength to promote a fresh, unblemished look all over 

the body. You can apply Extra Strength to the following areas: neck, arms, inner thighs, 

knees, elbows, legs, buttocks, and other larger body surfaces. It’s a stronger and more 

effective formula, which makes it perfect for achieving that royally skinsual look.

Maximum: Maximum is designed to deliver royally rapid results and make you look 

like a million bucks. Maximum may benefit skin that has been damaged, blemished or 

scarred. The results of Maximum are quick and visible almost immediately, so we only 

recommend Maximum for our kings and queens who have previously used Standard and 

Extra Strength.

Common FAQ’s: 

Pretty Biznez Strengths

SAFETY: Before use, perform a SPOT TEST to test for sensitivity as follows: Apply to the 

intended area of use for up to 30 seconds.  If rash, burning, or inflammation occur, 

immediately remove the product from skin and discontinue all further use.



Recommended Regimen: Use morning and evening after cleansing skin. Massage gently 

and firmly into skin that is still slightly wet. 

How to apply when using PB Brightening Serum or 

Brightening Beauty Cream

Stubborn Skin: For best results, exfoliate the targeted area using the Pretty Biznez 

Skinsual Exfoliating Glove, along with Pretty Biznez Brightening Bars. Apply Pretty 

Biznez Extra Strength or Maximum Strength brightening beauty cream for stubborn 

areas, such as between the thighs, underarms, elbows, and knees. This will promote 

that skinsual look and feel to help you rule the world.  

For a rich, luminous glow – Everyone deserves royally luscious skin. To achieve this, 

apply liberally all over the body, ideally at bedtime after an exfoliated shower or 

bath. For best results, apply while skin is still damp to help soften skin and seal in 

moisture.

Dark under-eye circles – No king or queen should ever look tired. Use morning and 

evening on cleansed skin. Place a small amount around the eye area — under eyes, 

outer corners, eyelids — and smooth in until thoroughly absorbed. As with all skin 

care products, avoid direct contact with eyes. A little goes a long way! Use a dime-

sized amount for both eyes—gently applying all around the top and bottom eye skin 

area. You may also apply the PB brightening serum using the same method. 

Dark spots (face) - Luxury requires diligence. To promote a more even skin tone, 

exfoliate by targeting only the dark spots using Pretty Biznez Skinsual Exfoliating 

Glove and Pretty Biznez Brightening Bars by rubbing in circular motion using index 

finger, rinse with warm water, and repeat at least three (3) times a week. Apply Pretty 

Biznez Extra Strength or Maximum Strength on problem areas by rubbing in circular 

motion using index finger; use twice a day. 

This regimen will help the dark blemishes and spots to blend in evenly with the clear 

areas of the face, resulting in a flawless, skinsual finish.   

Dark spots (body): Your body is a castle, treat it like so. For visible blemishes on back 

and chest, exfoliate during shower or bath using Pretty Biznez Skinsual Exfoliating 

Glove and Pretty Biznez Brightening Bars at least three (3) times a week, and apply 

Extra Strength or Maximum Strength twice a day. 

How to maintain royally skinsual skin after achieving desired results: Keep your same 

royal regimen but decrease in usage. Ex. If you were applying PB twice a day, change 

your regimen to once a day during mornings or nights.   

Normal Toning process: 

Tips: 

Blotching or (white patches). This means your skin is transitioning to its new healthier, 

more royal-looking skin. 

Peeling

Increased shades in skin tone



Skinsual Face & Body Bar Kit

AM & PM SKINCARE ROUTINE

Want To Make Everyday A Skinsual Day?

Follow These Easy Steps To Achieve Smooth, Radiant,

And Balanced Skin That Will Give You Confidence To Tackle The Day!

{1} PREP

AM Skincare Routine

Soak Skin- Allow skin to become supple and pores to open by soaking or showering 

for at least 5 minutes (Recommended for optimal results).

{2} CLEANSE

Skinsual Face & Body Bar - Create a rich lather on face and body with your bar.

Pro Tip:  Each bar should last for about 1 month for a single user, especially when drained 

and stored in a covered soap dish.

{3} EXFOLIATE

Skinsual Exfoliating Body Gloves - Use 1 glove to scrub and massage cleanser into 

an even richer lather.

Pro Tip: Maximize the efficiency of your gloves by using 1 for 30 days and then switching it 

out for its mate. 

{4} TREAT

Skinsual Vitamin C Infused Serum - Following toner, apply a nickel sized amount of 

serum to skin and gently massage in. Allow 1-2 minutes to sink in before applying a 

moisturizer of your choice.

AM Pro Tip: Finish your regimen by first applying moisturizer of your choice, and then PB SPF 

to protect your skin and keep it youthful!

Repeat steps {1-4} 

PM Skincare Routine

PM Pro Tip: Finish your regimen by applying 

a moisturizer of your choice to lock in extra 

hydration and nourishment!



AM SKINCARE ROUTINE

Want To Make Every Day A Skinsual Day?

Follow These Easy Steps To Achieve Smooth, Radiant, And Balanced Skin That Will Give 

You Confidence To Tackle The Day!

{1} EXFOLIATE

Skinsual Exfoliating Scrub 

Twice weekly, such as on Wednesday and Saturday nights, polish skin with Exfoliating Scrub.

Massage in circular motions, avoiding eye area and rinse free.

Pro Tip: Remove any makeup prior to using scrub for a more thorough and efficient 

exfoliation. 

{2} CLEANSE

Skinsual Cleansing Foam  

Wet face in sink or shower with warm water to open pores.

Dispense a quarter size amount of cleanser and massage onto face avoiding eye area.

Allow cleanser to sit on skin for 2 minutes prior to rinsing for optimal results.

Fun Fact: Did you know, that our Skinsual Foaming Cleanser contains fruit and flower 

extracts to both invigorate the senses and draw out impurities from deep within skin?

{3} TONE

Skinsual Rose Water Toner  

Spray immediately after cleansing on slightly damp skin.

•Enjoy the fragrant aroma of roses as you allow toner to absorb for 30 seconds.

Pro Tip: Remove any makeup prior to using scrub for a more thorough and efficient 

exfoliation. 

{4} MOISTURIZE

Skinsual Beauty Cream 

Apply a nickel size amount of cream to face to lock in vital hydration and skin-loving 

ingredients. 

Massage from the center of the face outward, taking the excess down your neck.

Pro Tip: If your skin is feeling extra thirsty, consider adding a couple drops of beauty 

oil to your moisturizer for added nourishment and hydration!

{5} PROTECT

Skinsual Daily SPF  

Finish off your morning regimen by applying Skinsual Daily SPF to protect skin from the 

sun’s UV rays.

Once SPF is absorbed, feel free to apply any makeup you like.



PM SKINCARE ROUTINE

Make The Most Out Of Your Beauty Sleep By Following These Easy Steps To Achieve 

Smooth, Radiant, And Balanced Skin Overnight!

{1} EXFOLIATE

Skinsual Exfoliating Scrub 

Twice weekly, such as on Wednesday and Saturday nights, polish skin with Exfoliating Scrub.

Massage in circular motions, avoiding eye area and rinse free.

Pro Tip: Remove any makeup prior to using scrub for a more thorough and efficient 

exfoliation. 

{2} CLEANSE

Skinsual Cleansing Foam  

Wet face in sink or shower with warm water to open pores.

Dispense a quarter size amount of cleanser and massage onto face avoiding eye area.

Allow cleanser to sit on skin for 2 minutes prior to rinsing for optimal results.

Fun Fact: Did you know, that our Skinsual Foaming Cleanser contains fruit and flower 

extracts to both invigorate the senses and draw out impurities from deep within skin?

{3} TONE

Skinsual Rose Water Toner  

Spray immediately after cleansing on slightly damp skin.

•Enjoy the fragrant aroma of roses as you allow toner to absorb for 30 seconds.

Pro Tip: Remove any makeup prior to using scrub for a more thorough and efficient 

exfoliation. 

{4} MOISTURIZE

Skinsual Brightening Beauty Cream   

Apply a nickel size amount of cream to face to lock in vital hydration and skin-loving 

ingredients. 

Massage from the center of the face outward, taking the excess down your neck.

Pro Tip: If your skin is feeling extra thirsty, consider adding a couple drops of beauty 

oil to your moisturizer for extra nourishment and hydration!


